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1. Introduction 

 
 
One of the goals of the EU is to make qualifications transparent and directly comparable between 

EU countries in order to ease student and labour force mobility inside the European Union (The 

Bologna Declaration, cf. Section 4). It is not a small nor simple task, as all countries have their own 

educational agendas and systems, which in turn are designed to serve each country’s individual 

needs. Other factors, such as cultural differences, must also be considered. Moreover, quality as a 

concept in itself can be defined in numerous different ways, which no doubt is also reflected in what 

various operators in the field of education consider “high quality”. This, in turn, has an effect on 

what is examined when determining the quality of, for example, Teacher Education.   

   Teacher Education is an institution that must at all times be aware of the changing demands 

placed on teaching staff in field work, in order to sustain its ability to offer new teachers the tools 

they need to manage and develop in their work. The question is, what exactly is considered as 

important in Teacher Education in different countries at present? What makes up good quality and 

how is it assessed?  

   Our group set out to investigate the role of quality and quality assurance in Teacher Education in 

two EU countries: Finland and Spain. This was carried out by a qualitative case research method. 

We presented a set of questions in an interview to two professionals working in Teacher Education 

in their respective countries (Section 3), and compared the answers to each other in an attempt to 

form an overall picture of  the differences between the above countries (Section 5). Finally, we 

discuss our findings in relation to the goals set by the European Union (Section 6). 

   Before moving on, one important point must be taken into account in our analysis: Teacher 

Education alone does not make up the quality of the education of a novice teacher. The department 

is only one among all the others, and the evaluation and quality assurance procedures emerge from 

the university context, not from the educational practice. A thorough look on the quality of a 

teacher’s education as a whole, including all the departments involved in the process, would require 

a much wider analysis, but that is beyond the scope of our present project. This paper attempts to 

look on quality and quality assurance specifically from the Teacher Education’s point of view, 

leaving other aspects to the background. While this may seem superficial, we believe that Teacher 

Education has a crucial role in producing new teachers that are up to their task despite the 

importance of studies in the subjects that teachers are going to teach. Moreover, like all university 
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departments, Teacher Education must perform self-evaluation on a regular basis – and the results 

will be used to evaluate the department’s quality standard ‘from the outside’ by the university 

administration, and ultimately, by the Ministry of Education. We believe these facts provide a good 

starting point for our discussion.      

 

2. Background of Finnish and Spanish Teacher Education 
 
The role of the profession of the teachers was under deep debates in the 1980s especially US. The 

interesting question was: is the work of a teacher a craft (no academic education) or a profession? 

The relatively weak education, strong depending on the political decision makers, very low status 

and so on  . This means, that status of the teachers must promote by developing teachers education.  

In Finland this has been a main principle when the University level teacher education has been 

developed. 

Teacher education for elementary and secondary schools was transferred to universities through the 

teacher Education law in 1971. 

The purpose of the law was to unify elementary and secondary education and to develop an 

academically high and standard education. Also the needs of new comprehensive school system 

which was implemented in the 1960s. 

The basic qualifications for secondary and elementary school teacher were decreed as a Master’s 

degree and the programme was planned as 4 – 5 years. 
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Table 1. The main components of Finnish teacher education 
 

 Major Minors Master 

thesis 

Teaching 

practices 

Other studies 

Elementary 

school TE 

160 credits 

(4 -5 years) 

Educational  

studies in 

Education 

Faculties 

 

 

55 credits 

Combination of 

basics of different 

school subjects and 

specializing in one 

or two subjects 

 

35 + 35 credits 

In education 

 

 

 

 

 

20 credits 

As a part of 

educational 

studies 

 

 

 

20 credits 

Language and 

communication 

Optional courses 

 

 

 

10 - 20 credits 

Secondary 

School TE 

160 credits 

(5 years) 

Different 

school subjects 

in academic 

Faculties 

 

55 – 60 credits 

 

One or two other 

subjects  

and Education in 

Educational 

Faculties 

20 35 credits 

In academic 

subjects 

 

 

 

20 credits 

As a part of 

educational 

studies 

 

 

20 credits 

Language and 

communication 

Optional courses 

 

 

10 - 20 credits 

National and international evaluations 
 
During the last ten years, Finnish teach education has been evaluated several times and collect 

systematically information. For examples: 

• 1989 National committee for developing teacher education 

• 1993 – 94 National and international evaluation of educational sciences and teacher 

education (The Committee Report, 1994; Buchlenberger et al. 1994; Niemi & Kohonen 

1995a ) 

• 1995 – 1998 Research project “Effectiveness of Teacher Education” as a part of a large 

national research programme “Effectiveness of Education”. (Niemi, 1996b, Niemi & 

Kemmis , 1999) 

• 1998 National evaluation of ICT in teacher education, (Niemi, 1999a) 

• 1998 – 99 National evaluation of teacher education (Jussila & Saari, 1999) 

• 1999 Evaluation of the quality of research in the teacher education department of the 

University of Helsinki. (University of Helsinki, 2000) 

 

The results which have been revealed can summarize as strengths and weakness of Finnish TE in a 

following way: 
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There have been many positive outcomes of Finnish TE: 

• Elementary teacher education is one of the most popular study options 

• only 10 – 15 % of the applicants are accepted to start their studies 

• Graduated teachers have a good classroom skills and content knowledge 

• No problems of dropouts in the teacher education programme 

• Only 10 – 15 % of teachers have thought of changing to another career 

 

Some negative outcomes of Finnish TE: 

• The lack of co-operation between different partners (Bad organized, more oriented to 

common purposes, more intensive) 

• not enough capacities to teach different learners 

• learning in multicultural information society demand teacher more requirements  

(That might be maybe more challenge in a future than a negative outcome) 

• teaching culture achieved more critics 

• practical problems to organize  large number of students education (room, tools) 

Backgrounds in Spanish teacher education (Clip Gallery) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         Picture 1. Spanish education system 
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       Picture 2. Spanish education system 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        

      Picture 3.  Spanish education system 
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Teachers new roles 
 
Traditional role conceptions such as teaching as knowledge transmission or teaching as a 

craft may well have become obsolete. 

There is quite long list and many arguments, what and why teachers must to be able in a classroom, 

but there is also much to know in cultural level. Teachers work no far in a stable contexts. Society 

values changes, family conditions are different, technology create new opportunities and so on. 

  

But there are still some targeted themes: 

• abilities to promote active learning 

• abilities in curriculum development 

• readiness to use information technology 

• readiness for media education 

• co-operation with different kind of partnership 

• abilities to promote intercultural learning 

 

 Green paper of teacher education sees three aspects seem to be of the utmost relevance: 
 

• Teachers are supposed to acquire competence to establish powerful learning 

environments in order to make high quality education and training a reality. Do 

(prospective) teachers find ample opportunity to learn the necessary competencies in 

existing teacher education programmes? 

• Teachers should be able to transform academic knowledge into teaching and learning 

situations in order to make provision of a broad knowledge base (cf. the concepts of 

holistic education, erudition and “Bildung”). Does contemporary teacher education, with 

its focus on either “the practical” or on a small number of academic disciplines provide 

the competencies necessary for these transformation processes? 

• Co-operative problem-solving and teamwork seem to be indispensable to meet the 

challenges of teaching and learning. Does teacher education with its predominantly 

individualistic cultures provide adequate learning environments? 
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Schools and teacher education departments are in the middle of a cultural change. Active learning 

methods are implemented only few teachers and open learning environments which require students 

his/her own initiative, planning, experimentation, elaboration and self-evaluation, which still seem 

to be rare.(Niemi, 1999) 

The effectiveness of teacher education depends on teachers’ capacity learn new methods in their 

work and first of all to be ready reassess own working culture. 

 

3. Interviews  

3.1 Case 1: Finnish interview  
 
Interview with Eero Ropo, Head of Teacher Education in the University of Tampere 
 
Q = Question 
E = Eero Ropo 
  
 
Q: What is quality in your work environment? How is it defined and understood?  
 
E: How quality is understood and defined in teacher education? Well, we define quality in two 

terms: first, quality of teaching, instruction, and then quality of research at the department. We have 

had an evaluation in research two years ago and in that evaluation we got ranking four out of a scale 

one to seven, and no department, no two departments got seven…anyway, we were among the best. 

I’m thinking about the development in research. I think our ranking was very good because most of 

our faculty members – teachers - are lecturers and research is not included in their work 

assignments, anyway we’re trying to develop this quality of research. Then, thinking about the 

quality of teaching…one of our units, the early education department, our kindergarten teacher 

education department, which is part of teacher education, was chosen among the high-quality units 

in Finnish universities. So according to university rankings and quality evaluations, our teaching is 

among the best five universities at the moment, so I’m very pleased to comment on that! 

 
Q: What are the principles behind teacher education? 
 
E: Well, actually, the principles behing teacher education are, well, if I just point a few things that 

are important in teacher education…one is the relationship between theory and practice. Then, 

another one is, let’s say, autobiographical development of the teacher candidates. Then, the third 
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one could be expressed as: practice is the most important thing in schooling. Student learning in 

practice is the focus of teachers, and that’s also one of our principles. Going back to the first 

principle, relationship between practice and theory, we have always emphasized that practice is 

very theoretical in a sense, and also, theory can be very practical, so that those are not opposites but 

in teacher education we think of theory as a tutor that helps us understand the practical things that 

we see in practice, and also that practice is for us kind of...it is data, but it is also something from 

which we can learn in theoretical meaning, so that we theorise practice.  

   Then, the other principle, this autobiographical development of a teacher candidate, we have 

always emphasized that one’s own life history, own biography is the thing where all learning 

originates, and that’s why it is important for the students to understand that they cannot be much 

else than what they are, so we try to teach them in such ways that this own history of experiences 

are the basics where everything starts from, and then reflecting on own experiences, own school 

experiences, own life history, your teacher identity is built on that basis. And then practice 

orientation, the 3rd principle, this is important because we think that it is important for  teachers to 

become acquainted with the practice enough to work as a novice teacher in schools. We don’t think 

that teachers who make their degrees are experts at first. Becoming an expert means years and years 

of experience, at least 10-15 years, but becoming a good novice is our purpose, and for that purpose 

it is important that students practice a lot and reflect the practical experiences they get during 

education.  

 
 
Q: What role does quality play in teacher education? 
 
E: Well, I think we have an idea that we don’t always talk about quality as a term here. We try to 

avoid talking about quality as a result of assessment. We try to talk about content of education and 

contents of instruction. We try to focus on these principles and ideas, theoretical ideas of how we 

teach. Of course quality is present in teaching in such ways that we try to get feedback from 

students. We listen to them, we try to make things work better, but we kind of hate [to] teach books 

that talk about quality and our quality handbook is only five pages long for that reason. We describe 

the principles of how we measure or evaluate quality, but in everyday thinking quality is not the 

focus, the contents and the discourse dialog with students is the focus.  
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Q: How do you make sure that the quality demands for teacher education in your area are  
      met? 
 
E: We can’t be sure of that, we have a lot of goals, for instance in university degrees that we think 

that okay, these are realistic goals, but we have found for instance that students don’t read all the 

books that we have listed in the curricula. We always hear that there is too much work in some 

courses…but in teacher education I think it is quite easy to see if the students really achieve the goal 

of being a good novice teacher because they have to show their skills in practical situations.  

 
Q: What criteria are used in choosing the students applying for teacher education? What 
qualities/qualifications are important? 
 
E: Choosing students to teacher education programs is a little bit different in primary school teacher 

education program and subject matter secondary teacher education programs. In primary education, 

most of the students are new, pretty young, they have no experience of university studies. One of 

the criteria is the matriculation examination results. It is important, but not the most important. I 

think our selection system works best for the students who are socially skilful in their personal 

relationships. They are active they are open-minded, they are pretty verbal in their expressions, they 

look like extroverts in their social communication, seem to be positive, they have realistic concepts 

of themselves and being a teacher, they are eager to learn more. Those qualities I think are the most 

important in the interview situations where we interview, and that applies also to secondary teacher 

education programs in some sense. [Applicants are interviewed in the selection process in both 

primary and subject matter programs] 

   But secondary education teachers are selected from university students who already have studied 

at least three years their major subject, in their major subject departments, and for instance, when 

we select students to the mathematics program, we get only maybe…this year we have selected 20 

students into that program and the number of applicants is about 20 to 30, so there’s no need to 

restrict access so much as in primary education programs. Typically we select…there’s an out-

selection process in subject matter teacher education programs so that those students who really 

don’t have any – or we think – don’t have any qualifications to become a teacher, like in their 

communication there are some problems, then we think that okay, this maybe a bad problem, a bad 

situation, or their personality is somehow showing sides that maybe he or she is not the perfect 

person to become a teacher, then we out-select those, but maybe most of the students are pretty 

good who want to come to these programs.  
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Q: Quality assurance in field work - are qualified teachers under evaluation, and if so, how is 
this realised? 
 
E: I don’t actually know, [interruption, Finnish speech] in field work…we get very little feedback 

about our students, maybe it’s because…for instance, nobody has ever called me from schools for 

instance, principals, asking about this or that student, how good they are, but in Normal School 

[Normaalikoulu, name of a school in Tampere], in our practice school, I think those mentors get 

much more feedback from the field about certain students. It is not the system here [in the 

Department?] anymore.  

 
Q: What effect globalisation has had on teacher education? 
 
E: Well, when thinking about this whole evaluation and assessment ideology, I think globalisation 

has really changed the picture so that, for instance,10-15 years ago, we didn’t have a slightest idea 

of assessing our programs or assessing quality in Finnish school. First national tests of education 

were organized in 1994 and those were mathematics assessment for sixth and ninth graders in basic 

school [elementary and secondary school] The first evaluation of university teaching was done in 

late nineties. I think it is this globalization process that has changed the European community, and 

there’s a lot of effort of making things kind of more comparable so that we can compare different 

systems and degrees to each other…and I think some development is very good, but then also if we 

really focus too much on evaluation and assessment, and using or effecting those criteria, then I 

think the tail starts moving the dog and not the dog moving the tail. Teachers focus too much on the 

result assessment, measurement, and that really also changes the focus of the students from learning 

to performing well in assessments. So, I don’t agree with all the development in this respect.   

 
 

3.2 Case 2: Spanish interview 
  
 What’s role had quality in teacher education? 

 

A good teacher has to motivate yours pupils, help them when have any problems as inside school 

than out school. The teacher must to be them friends, who teach you a lot of things. He/she must to 

form a human person, with ability for think alone. The teacher must to be learn everyday for update 

them knowledge and to include the TICs in them class. They must use these to motive and to teach 

better days behind days. 
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What is quality in your department? How is it defined and understood? 
 

Own department is Social Pedagogy, we try better the citizen by education. 

At the moment the education is fall because the most of young people think that they haven’t got 

future work like these studies. Own department is base to friendly, creativity and innovation. 

Owns pupils can come to the department were ever they want because always we open the door for 

them. 

 

How do you make sure, that the quality is fulfilled? 
 

We defined quality them an all, for example humanity, creativity, knowledge and freedom. We 

think that the quality isn’t fulfilled because already we have to learn a lot 

 
How do you evaluate the qualification/ quality of the teacher? 
 
We are going the evaluation of owns work, asking to awns pupils. First, we make some questions 

and they answer it’s anonymously so the answer will be more true. 

 

What do you think about the evaluation of quality and qualification after finished the studies? 
 

We are totality accord with the evaluation of quality because so we can see when the problem is and 

why it’s happen. A lot of teacher thinks that they have the true, but with the evaluation they can see 

that they’re doing mistakes. The education is a process which learns the pupils and the teachers 

together. The qualification of my pupils we think that it’s good but not enough because at the 

moment they only thinking in pass exam, the time pass fast. And we don’t studying well, and not 

learn much. Quality and qualification must walk together because in education it’s so important to 

have knowledge and to know expressing it. All the teacher must be learn to learn, learn to teach. 

 

4. Higher education in EU and OECD level 
 
In many cases, if we want to modernize and take new models into practical use, we need a big 

organisation, which could make decision that kind of case and EU is no doubt that kind of 

organization. 

In 1999, the education ministers from around 30 of these countries had met in Bologna and 

undertaken in THE BOLOGNA DECLARATION to establish a European area of higher education 

by 2010. 
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The Bologna Declaration of 19 June 1999 involves six actions relating to: 

1. a system of academic grades which are easy to read and compare 

2. a system essentially based on two cycles : a first cycle geared to the employment market and 

lasting at least three years and a second cycle (Master) conditional upon the completion of 

the first cycle; 

3. a system of accumulation and transfer of credits  

4. mobility of students, teachers and researchers; 

5. cooperation with regard to quality assurance; 

6. the European dimension of higher education. 

 

Of course this kind of declaration looks at high level education quite general level, because finally 

the national governments make their own decision the national level. 

 

Guidelines for quality provision in cross-border Higher education 
 
 
The Guidelines set out how governments, higher education institutions/providers, student bodies, 

quality assurance and accreditation bodies, academic and professional recognition bodies of the 

sending country and receiving country could share responsibilities, while respecting the 

Diversity of higher education systems. 

The development of the Guidelines was carried out in collaboration with UNESCO, which has also 

issued the Guidelines under the responsibility of the Secretariat following the decision of the 33rd 

session of its General Conference in October 2005. 

Main principles 
 

Recognising that cross-border provision of higher education offers students/learners new 

opportunities, such as increased access to higher education, and improvement and innovations in 

higher education systems and contributes to the building of international co-operation, which is  

essential to academic knowledge as well as, more generally, to national,  social and economic 

wealth; Recognising that cross-border provision of higher education has to be managed 

appropriately in order to limit low-quality provision and rogue providers, and that it is increasingly 

important for students/learners and relevant stakeholders to be better informed of the quality of 

higher education programmes; Recognising that an international framework is needed in order to 
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minimise the risk of misleading guidance and information, low-quality provision (including rogue 

providers), degree mills that offer low-quality educational experience and qualifications of limited 

validity, and accreditation mills; Recognising the importance of national sovereignty over higher 

education and the unevenness and diversity of stages of development of domestic systems to assure 

the quality of higher education among countries; Recognising that some member countries have 

many competent bodies and relevant frameworks – some of which are non-governmental – 

responsible for quality assurance, accreditation and recognition of qualifications, and which can 

take or initiate action in the field of higher education; 

Proposal framework 
 
a)Providing students/learners with adequate information resources for informed decision-making to 

protect them from the risks of misleading guidance and information, low-quality provision 

including rogue providers, degree mills that offer low-quality educational experience and 

qualifications of limited validity and accreditation mills. 

b) Making qualifications readable and transparent in order to increase their international validity 

and portability and to ease the work of recognition and credential evaluators. This objective should 

be facilitated by reliable and user-friendly information sources and needs to be combined with the 

commitment of institutions/providers to provide cross-border higher education of comparable 

quality to that offered in the home country.  

c) Making procedures for the recognition of qualifications more transparent, coherent, fair and 

reliable, and imposing as little burden as possible on mobile students and professionals. 

d) Intensifying international co-operation among national quality assurance and accreditation 

agencies in order to increase their mutual understanding. 

 

Who are the partners? 
 
Higher Education consist of six stakeholders: governments; higher education institutions/providers 

including academic staff; student bodies; quality assurance and accreditation bodies; academic 

Recognition bodies; and professional bodies. 

•  Governments, they undertake the role of policy coordination in most higher education 

systems. 
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• Higher education institutions/providers are responsible for the quality as well as the social, 

cultural and linguistic relevance of education and the standards of qualifications provided in 

their name, no matter where or how it is delivered. 

•  student bodies bear the responsibility of helping students and potential students to carefully 

scrutinise the information available and giving sufficient consideration in their decision 

making process. 

• Quality assurance and accreditation bodies are responsible for assessing the quality of higher 

education provision. The existing systems of quality assurance and accreditation often vary 

from country to country and sometimes within the countries themselves. Some have 

governmental bodies for quality assurance and accreditation, and others have non-

governmental bodies. 

• Academic recognition bodies. There is a need to build on existing initiatives with  

additional international action to facilitate fair processes of recognition of academic 

Qualifications by making systems more transparent and comparable. 

• Professional bodies differ from country to country and from profession to profession. For 

example, in some cases, a recognised academic qualification could be sufficient for entry 

into professional practice, whereas in other cases, additional requirements are imposed on 

holders of academic qualifications in order to enter the profession. 

 

 
 

5. Comparison of interviews  
 
The factors that make up good quality in Teacher Education are seen as quite similar in both 

interviews. Individual professional development through self-assessment is considered to be the key 

for maintaining a high quality of both teacher education and grassroot-level teaching in the field.  

However, due to lack of time and material resources, teacher educators in Spain must concentrate 

on ‘superficial’ learning, ie. preparing the teacher trainees for series of examinations at an 

accelerated pace despite recognising a need for including continuous, deep reflection in the 

curriculum. Good course marks are a critical part of quality assurance, even though according to the 

official rhetoric individual lifelong learning is the most important thing. Reflection is officially 

promoted, but not really incorporated in curricula. There seems to be two mismatching concepts of 

quality: that of the educators, and that of the policy-makers.  
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The situation in Finland is somewhat different: reflection and assessing one’s actions and learning is 

a central part of the teacher education curriculae. Both interviewees see teacher educators, as well 

as teachers in general, in the role of a supportive guide, rather than an authoritative, dominating 

figure who controls all learning. Promoting the students’ learning skills and deeper learning, 

“learning to learn”, is considered high quality teaching.     

   Formal quality assessment performed by ‘outside’ parties, such as the Ministry of Education, is 

seen as an important factor in keeping Teacher Education up to date. The Finnish interviewee thinks 

that although continuous external assessment can have positive effects on education in general, 

educators should be careful not to shift the focus from learning to performing well in assessments. 

The Spanish informant regrets the fact that this kind of a shift has already occurred in Spain, which 

he sees as “bad quality” education. Reading between the lines of both interviews, self-evaluation 

seems here connected to deeper learning, whereas external evaluation is more about short-term 

performance to obtain formal qualifications.   

 

6. Conclusion 
 
Here we will look at education and quality on a more general level. In Spain, the society has 

changed from what it used to be some twenty years ago, but the school has not. There is a need to 

update the educational system according to what is expected of it, and most importantly, to allocate 

enough resources to achieve this. Teacher Educators’ conception of good quality is not realised 

fully. Freshly graduated teachers complain about difficulties in adjusting to the actual teaching 

context, which they often think is a result of insufficient knowledge on how to teach. In more 

prosaic words, they have been thrown in the deep end of the pool. As a result, the respect for the 

teacher profession has decreased greatly; teachers themselves, the pupils, and their parents do not 

think they are doing a very good job. Many teachers are burnt out, as they receive criticism from 

many directions while they have no resources to improve the teaching results. They are not seen as 

very important because they do not achieve their goals in teaching, although the system is at fault, 

not the teachers.  

   Even though the situation still seems to be a little less dramatic in Finland, pressure for cost-

effectiveness has already led the Finnish educational system in a similar direction. Schools have 

been shut down, yet the costs have not decreased. The idea of equal chances for equal learning, as 

mentioned in the EQF, is not likely to be realistic if present development continues.  
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   There is a clear disparity between governmental rhetoric concerning educational goals and the 

actual circumstances on the field in both Finland and Spain. Politicians appear to have little 

commitment and interest toward hearing what the professionals in education have to say. It seems 

that in many cases education is seen as an economical burden rather than a valuable investment on a 

national level; while educators express their concerns on the inevitable decaying consequences that 

the current development in education will eventually have on the national competence level, 

politicians refuse to answer their calls for additional resources on an economical basis. In terms of 

quality, cost-effectiveness is considered as the main unit of measuring it, and as a result, quality 

assurance means allocating as little resources as possible to education. If the EU really wants to 

make the most out of the forthcoming European Education Area,  policy-makers and educators 

quickly need to find a mutual language first. 
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